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Case Study – Windwaterhotel.com 

See how our highly accurate strategies helped a hotel achieve an escalating occupancy rate 

Either it is about going for a vacation or attending a meeting in a foreign country, in both cases, 

WindWater hotel is the proper place to stay. Being highly professional and honest to their guests, 

WindWater hotel is exceptionally amazing and astounding in providing the best services to their 

guests along with the spacious and comfortable rooms. Although the hotel is known for providing the 

perfect blend of state-of-the-art amenities and best-in-class services, it needed to attract leisure 

travelers and guests. To make it possible, we at Webrefresh dived in and helped WindWater hotel 

achieve impressive results within a few months.  

 

The Problem 

WindWater hotel needed a firm hold of the online market within a short span. The competition was 

high and the brand equity of other hotel businesses was hitting its peak. They also needed an extra 

boost for their reputation to capture the attention of potential guests. Since the brand equity of other 

hotel businesses was hitting its peak and the competition was high, it was not an easy task to help 

WindWater Hotel set its foot in the budget-friendly market. 

 

The Action Plan 

In order to capture and win the guests visiting South Padre Island, we created a well-constructed 

strategy plan. Establishing an image of our WindWater Hotel right from the beginning, we focused on 

developing a strong position in the budget-friendly hotel market increasing the number of leads, and 

eventually getting conversions from these leads. 
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Work We Did  

1. SEO (search engine optimization): Penetrating both short-tail and long-tail destination keyword 

combinations, we optimized the organic positioning on search engines. Fine-tuning and adjusting 

page titles, meta-tags, internal links, and seeding content on themed blogs, we build up a strong 

overall infrastructure both internally as well as externally. 

2. Reputation Management: Here we followed a 4 fold approach  

 Monitored review to fundamentally identify areas of improvement 

 Post-stay emails to all guests requesting their feedback on public review websites 

(TripAdvisor, Google, and more) 

 Responded to reviews (without exception) 

 Analyzed the external review scores on the hotel website to emphasize on what the guests 

think about the WindWater hotel. 

 

 

4. Meta-search: Displayed hotel rates in price comparison websites including TripAdvisor, Google, 

and more. 

 

 

The Result 

Implementing strategic digital marketing, we not only helped WindWater Hotel to measurably improve 

its bottom line but also helped it to affirm its position in the market. Our partnership delivered 

impressive marketing results. WindWater Hotel noticed an improvement in the number of qualified 

leads and an increment in hotel reservations. By channelizing our powerful digital marketing services, 

we have helped WindWater Hotel grow its business and continue to digitally expand it further. We 

were successful in killing two birds with one arrow – establishing our client’s strong position in the 

market and achieving such a goal in less than 6 months. 
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Client Testimonial 

A bunch of very professionals!! They have put us at the right position in our market! Using game-

changing tactics, they helped us a lot!! I cannot thank them enough!! 

 

As Webrefresh, we are increasing revenue for hotels for many years and have helped thousands of 

hotels improve their marketing strategies. Through a multi-channel approach to hotel marketing 

solutions, we help hotels increase occupancy and reach more travelers. Over the past few years, we 

have created phenomenal digital solutions to help new hotel businesses grow and help already 

established businesses to penetrate in the saturated market. 
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